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Sù Wèn 素問  5 
 

陰陽應象大論篇  
Great Treatise on the Resonating Manifestations of Yin and Yang 

(excerpts…) 
 
Note: This translation is simple and straightforward, and as literal as possible. Notes are 
kept to a minimum - you can find explanations in other published translations. My 
intention was to guide readers back to the original source, to facilitate their reading of the 
original with the help of plain English, not to produce a smooth, self-explanatory English 
text. For translations of much of Wáng Bīng's commentary, see Unschuld's translation. 
For other translations, see also Elisabeth Rochat de la Vallet, "The Rhythm at the Heart 
of the World" (Monkey Press, 2011), and Michael Givens, "The Inner Treatises of the 
Delicately Pure Questions" (Fang Shi Press, 2011). The current file is a work in progress, 
based on the work we did in the Fairfax translation group, so please do not copy or share 
without asking me first. 
 
黃帝曰： 
The Yellow Emperor said: 
 
（一）陰陽者，天地之道也，萬物之綱紀，變化之父母，生殺之本始，神明之府也
。 
（二）治病必求於本。 
（三）故積陽為天，積陰為地。陰靜陽躁，陽生陰長，陽殺陰藏。陽化氣，陰成形
。 
(1) Yin and yang are the Dào of heaven and earth, the lead ropes and fine threads of the 
myriad things, the mother and father of transformation and change, the root of life and 
death, and the home of the radiance of the spirit [lit., "palace of the shén míng"]. 
(2) To treat disease, you must seek it in the root. 
(3) Therefore, accumulating yang constitutes heaven; accumulating yin constitutes earth. 
Yin is still; yang is restless. Yin gives birth; yang bestows growth. Yang kills; yin stores. 
Yang transforms qi; yin completes the physical body. 
 
（一）寒極生熱，熱極生寒，寒氣生濁，熱氣生清。清氣在下，則生飧泄；濁氣在
上，則生䐜脹。此陰陽反作病之逆從也。 
（二）故清陽為天，濁陰為地。地氣上為雲，天氣下為雨，雨出地氣，雲出天氣。 
（三）故清陽出上竅，濁陰出下竅；清陽發腠理，濁陰走五臟；清陽實四肢，濁陰
歸六府。 
(1) The utmost cold engenders heat; the utmost heat engenders col. Cold qi engenders 
turbidity; heat qi engenders purity. When pure qi is below, it engenders swill diarrhea; 
when turbid qi is above, it engenders swelling and distention. These are [the effect] of yin 
and yang going against the proper flow and reversely causing disease. 
(2) Therefore, pure yang constitutes heaven; turbid yin constitutes earth. Earth qi 
ascending constitutes clouds; heaven qi descending constitutes rain. Rain comes out of 
earth qi; clouds come out of heaven qi. 
(3) Therefore, pure yang comes out of the upper orifices; turbid yin comes out of the 
lower orifices. Pure yang spreads to the còu lǐ (interstices); turbid yin runs into the five 
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zàng organs. Pure yang makes the four extremities full; turbid yin returns to the six fu 
organs. 
 
（一）水為陰，火為陽，陽為氣，陰為味。 
（二）味歸形，形歸氣；氣歸精，精歸化。 
（三）精食氣，形食味；化生精，氣生形。 
（四）味傷形，氣傷精；精化為氣，氣傷於味。。。。 
(1) Water constitutes yin, fire constitutes yang. Yang constitutes qi, yin constitutes flavor. 
(2) Flavor returns to the physical body, the physical body returns to qi, qi returns to the 
essence, and the essence returns to transformation. 
(3) Essence consumes (is consumed by? feeds on?) qi; the physical body consumes (is 
consumed by? feeds on?) the flavors. Change engenders essence; qi engenders the 
physical body. 
(4) The flavors damage the physical body; qi damages essence. Essences changes into qi, 
and qi is damaged by the flavors. 
 
… 
 
（一）天有四時五行，以生長收藏，以生寒暑燥濕風。人有五臟化五氣，以生喜怒
悲憂恐。 
（二）故喜怒傷氣，寒暑傷形；暴怒傷陰，暴喜傷陽。 
（三）厥氣上行，滿脈去形。 
（四）喜怒不節，寒暑過度，生乃不固。 
（五）故重陰必陽，重陽必陰。 
(1) Heaven has the four seasons and five phases, thereby enacting birth, growth, 
gathering, and storage, and thereby generating cold, summer-heat, dryness, dampness, 
and wind. Humans have the five zang organs and transform the five qi, thereby 
generating joy, anger, grief, anxiety, and fear. 
(2) Therefore, joy and anger damage qi; cold and summer-heat damage the physical 
body; violent anger damages yin; violent joy damages yang. 
(3) If qi flows upward contrary to its proper course, it fills the vessels and leaves the 
physical body.  
(4) If joy and anger are not moderated or if cold and summer-heat exceed their proper 
measure, life is then no longer secure. 
(5) Therefore, predominant yin invariably becomes yang; predominant yang invariably 
becomes yin. 
 
故曰：冬傷於寒，春必溫病；春傷於風，夏必飧泄；夏傷於暑，秋必痎瘧；秋傷於
濕，冬必咳嗽。 
Therefore it is said: Damage from cold in the winter invariably results in warm disease in 
the spring. Damage from wind in the spring invariably results in swill diarrhea in the 
summer. Damage from summer-heat in the summer invariably results in tenth-month 
malaria in the fall. Damage from dampness in the fall invariably results in cough in the 
winter. 
 
。。。 
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（一）東方生風，風生木，木生酸，酸生肝，肝生筋，筋生心，肝主目。 
（二）其在天為玄，在人為道，在地為化；化生五味，道生智，玄生神。 
（三）神在天為風，在地為木，在體為筋，在臟為肝；在色為蒼，在音為角，在聲
為呼，在變動為握，在竅為目，在味為酸，在志為怒。 
（四）怒傷肝，悲勝怒；風傷筋，燥勝風；酸傷筋，辛勝酸。 
(1) The eastern direction generates wind. Wind generates wood. Wood generates 
sourness. Sourness generates the liver. The liver generates the sinews. The sinews 
generate the heart. The liver governs the eyes. 
(2) In the realm of heaven, it is obscurity; in the realm of humanity, it is the Dào; in the 
realm of earth, it is transformation. Transformation engenders the five flavors; the Dào 
engenders wisdom; obscurity engenders spirit. 
(3) Spirit in the realm of heaven is wind;  
in the realm of earth, it is wood;  
in the realm of the human body, it is the sinews;  
in the realm of the zàng organs, it is the liver;  
in the realm of the colors, it is green-blue;  
in the realm of the musical notes, it is jué;  
in the realm of the sounds [of the human voice], it is shouting;  
in the realm of the transforming physical activities, it is grasping;  
in the realm of the orifices, it is the eyes;  
in the realm of the flavors, it is sourness;  
in the realm of the will, it is anger. 
(4) Anger damages the liver, and grief overcomes anger.  
Wind damages the sinews, and dryness overcomes wind. 
Sourness damages the sinews, and acridity overcomes sourness. 
 
。。。 
 
 
（一）故善治者治皮毛，其次治肌膚，其次治筋脈，其次治六腑，其次治五臟。 
治五臟者，半死半生也。 
（二）故天之邪氣，感則害人五臟；水穀之寒熱，感則害於六腑；地之濕氣，感則
害皮肉筋脈。 
（三）故善用針者，從陰引陽，從陽引陰，以右治左，以左治右，以我知彼，以表
知裡，以觀過與不及之理，見微得過，用之不殆。 
 (1) Therefore, people who are skillful in treatment treat the skin and body hair. Next they 
treat the flesh. Next they treat the sinews and vessels. Next they treat the six fǔ organs. 
Next they treat the five zàng organs. If they [have to] treat the five zàng organs, half [of 
their patients] will die and half will live. 
(2) Therefore, when it is the evil qi of heaven that a patient has contracted, the injury 
affects the person’s five zàng organs. When it is cold and heat from water and grain [i.e., 
food and drink] that a patient has contracted, the injury affects the six fǔ organs. When it 
is damp qi from earth that a patient has contracted, the injury affects the skin, flesh, 
sinews, and vessels. 
(3) Therefore, people who are skilled at using needles  
draw yang from yin and draw yin from yang;  
treat the left by means of the right and the right by means of the left; and 
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use the self to know the other and use the exterior to know the interior. 
By observing patterns of excess and inadequacy, they perceive what is tiny and 
understand what is in excess. Using these principles, there is no danger! 
 
（一）善診者，察色按脈，先別陰陽；審清濁而知部分；視喘息，聽音聲而知所苦
；觀權衡規矩而知病所主；按尺寸，觀浮沉滑澀而知病所生。 
（二）以治無過，以診則不失矣。 
（三）故曰：病之始起也，可刺而已；其盛，可待衰而已。 
(1) People who are skilled at diagnosis observe the color and feel the pulse [lit., “press on 
the vessel”] to first differentiate yin and yang.  
By inspecting the pure and the turbid, they know the parts and layers [of the body that the 
disease is affecting]. 
By noting the panting and breathing and listening to the voice and sounds, they know 
where the patient is suffering. 
By observing with “weights on a balance beam and a compass and a square” [i.e. by 
judging the patient with rational discernment and by applying objective measures and 
guidelines], they know what the ruling aspect of the disease is. 
By pressing on the chǐ and cùn [pulses] and observing the floating or sunken, smooth or 
rough [quality of the pulse], they know where the disease is engendered. 
(2) The reason why their treatment has no fault lies in the fact that they never lose their 
way in diagnosis! 
(3) Therefore it is said: “In the initial stages of a disease, you can needle it, and that is all. 
In the exuberant stage [of a disease], you can merely wait for it to weaken, and that is all. 
 
 
。。。 
 
 


